After a solid second quarter, the U.S. Bank National Shipment and Spend Indexes flattened sequentially during the third quarter, with shipments up slightly and spending moderately down. Both results are within expectations, as the overall economy was forecast to grow at roughly the same pace in the third quarter as in the second quarter. The third quarter results are not consistent with predictions that an economic recession is around the corner.

Overall, the U.S. Bank Freight Payment Index was essentially unchanged last quarter. However, there is significant divergence among freight types.
and freight markets in the industry. For example, for-hire truckload contract freight volumes outperform less-than-truckload (LTL) volumes. Furthermore, within the truckload market, contract freight performs better than the spot volumes. It appears that spot volumes have reached a bottom.

As for the macroeconomic drivers for freight last quarter, consumer spending continues to be the pillar. Retail sales are off the pace set in 2018, but the level of freight in this sector remains high. Conversely, new home construction activity is essentially moving laterally, albeit at high levels. Meanwhile, factory output decelerated as economic growth around the world slows and businesses moderate capital investment. A soft factory sector has impacted the LTL market, with large portions of LTL freight coming from manufacturers. Inventory levels throughout the supply chain remain elevated, but there is evidence that the trends are improving. In summary, the U.S. Bank National Shipment and Spend Indexes were flat in the third quarter, as compared to the previous quarter.

Inventory levels throughout the supply chain remain elevated, but there is evidence that the trends are improving.
National Shipments and Spend — Quarter-over-Quarter, Year-over-Year

The U.S. Bank National Shipment Index edged up 0.3% in the third quarter, which was preceded by a 9.7% surge in the second quarter. Compared with a year earlier, the National Shipment Index increased 0.1%. As a result, the index remains at historically good levels. One of the factors that kept the shipment index up last quarter was solid consumer spending. Retail sales accelerated from the second quarter, helping support shipments from July through September.

Accounting for a large portion of truck freight, retail sales are supported by a near 50-year low in the unemployment rate, elevated consumer confidence and record levels of inflation-adjusted personal disposable income. Retail sales are also particularly good for the dry van truckload segment. The National Spend Index was more mixed last quarter, with a decline of 0.3%
from the second quarter, but a robust 7.4% rise from the same three-month period in 2018. Sequentially, spending fell in two of the last three quarters. However, the fact that the index is up 7.4% with shipments only increasing 0.1% from a year earlier is impressive and suggests capacity is coming more into balance. Related, in the first half of 2019, the industry saw a large number of motor carriers close their doors—more than all of 2018—which is a trend that could continue.

The fact that the index is up 7.4% despite shipments only increasing 0.1% during the same period suggests capacity is coming more into balance.
Regional Shipments and Spend — Quarter-over-Quarter, Year-over-Year

The regional indexes showed mixed results during the third quarter. The best overall results were in the West, as both shipments and spending were up sequentially and from a year earlier. Conversely, the Midwest continued to exhibit the most softness as both indexes contracted from the third quarter of 2018. One of the factors affecting this region is its high percentage of manufacturing activity relative to other sectors. Factory activity is contracting on a year-over-year basis. Additionally, the Midwest agricultural sector has fewer exports as a result of trade tensions with China. Meanwhile, the West is being helped by high personal consumption, as well as port volumes that are running about the same as last year but well above average. Some of the port activity is due to businesses accelerating imports from China to beat the forthcoming higher tariffs.

The Northeast also saw shipments and spending fall sequentially, but registered solid year-over-year gains. Shipments were good in the Southeast, although spending fell slightly from the previous quarter while jumping double-digits from a year earlier. Freight levels were flat in the Southwest, but spending grew from a year earlier.
The West was just one of two regions that saw shipment gains both sequentially and on a year-over-year basis during the third quarter. Specifically, the index grew 1.6% from the second quarter while increasing 2.5% from a year earlier. On the positive side, West Coast port volumes were strong in the third quarter, essentially matching last year during the same period and remaining above average. Conversely, new home construction completions in the West were down from the previous quarter, the only region to witness a drop. However, new home construction starts in this area did rise slightly, which should help truck shipments in the fourth quarter.

After falling a total of 6.4%² the previous two quarters, the West Spend Index increased 4.6% in the third quarter, placing the index at the second highest level on record. More notably, the index surged 14.2% from a year earlier. With spending far outpacing shipments from a year earlier, it points to capacity that is balancing.

The West Spend Index increased 4.6% in the third quarter, placing the index at the second highest level on record.
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The Southwest saw shipments growing another 0.4% in volumes last quarter, after surging 10.7% in the second quarter. However, the small sequential gain was not enough to push this regional measure above a year earlier as it fell 2.3%. Housing starts in the region were mostly flat in the third quarter, which was one of the reasons why shipments only grew slightly. Chemical production increased moderately over the previous quarter, which is good for tank truck haulers in the region.

The Southwest Spend Index was flat from the previous quarter but remained at high levels. This measure increased 5.9% over a year earlier and could indicate that capacity is evening out in this region.

Housing starts in the region were mostly flat in the third quarter, which was one of the reasons why shipments grew only slightly.
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The Midwest continues to lag the other four regions for both shipments and spending. Shipments, after surging 9.8% in the second quarter, slowed 0.9% last quarter. That was the fourth sequential drop in the last five quarters. The index was off 6.2% from a year earlier. The Midwest has several factors weakening it currently. First is its high percentage of manufacturing activity relative to other sectors. Factory output is now contracting on a year-over-year basis and fell from the second quarter. Second, this region has seen fewer exports, including agriculture products, to China from trade disputes. Higher Chinese tariffs on goods from the U.S. went into effect on September 1, including on soybeans, pork and beef.

Lower volume has resulted in lower spend as well. In the third quarter, the Midwest Spend Index fell 2.8% from the second quarter and 1.9% from a year earlier.

Shipments, after surging 9.8% in the second quarter, slowed 0.9% in the last quarter.
The Northeast saw sequential declines, but year-over-year increases during the third quarter. Specifically, the shipment index fell 1.1%, although the drop was preceded by an 11.8% surge during the second quarter. Compared with a year earlier, shipments increased a solid 5.9%. Year-to-date, shipments are up 0.7\%. Solid consumer spending is boosting retail freight in the region. Additionally, this region saw a strong gain in new home completions from a year earlier.

Despite falling 1.5% from the second quarter, the spend index rose 4.9% from a year earlier. The spend index, contrasted with the shipment index, suggests that pricing isn’t increasing as much here as in other regions where spending is up significantly more than volumes.

To receive this report quarterly, sign up at freight.usbank.com.
Hurricane Dorian, while not devastating the Southeast, probably added freight last quarter as supplies were rushed to the region in anticipation of the storm and several states declared a state of emergency. This contributed to the Southeast Shipment Index rising another 1.3% in the third quarter, on top of the 12.7% surge in the second quarter. Compared with a year earlier, the index was up 3.9%, the first year-over-year increase in four quarters.

While the spend index contracted 0.9% last quarter, the first drop in a year, it surged 15% from a year earlier. This suggests that supply is close to being in balance in the Southeast and has been for a while as this metric is up a robust 14.5% year-to-date compared to the same period last year. That is by far the largest gain of any region.

Compared with a year earlier, the shipment index was up 3.9%, the first year-over-year increase in four quarters.
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